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AnimatekaPRO Pitch 2017

Our new pitching competition is aimed at promoting new short animated 
films from the Ex-Yugoslavian region and helping them get a good start 
in the animation market circuit.

AnimatekaPRO Pitch is open for animated projects in development for 
single short animated films, less than 20 minutes long.

It will take place in Ljubljana on 4th and 5th December, the first days  
of the 14th edition of Animateka International Animated Film Festival  
(4-10 December 2017). 

The AnimatekaPRO Pitch 2017 selected projects are:
• Iris (director Lucija Božanić, producer Andrijana Vidaček, Zagreb 

Film, Croatia),
• Lights&Shadows (director Rastko Ćirić, producer Milan Stojanović, 

Iva Ćirić, Sense Production, Serbia),
• Liliana (director Milanka Fabjančič, producer Kolja Saksida, ZVVIKS, 

Slovenia),
• Matija Dances (director Marko Dješka, producer Draško Ivezić, 

Adriatic Animation, Croatia),
• Original Copy (director Sašo Sedlaček, producer Viva Videnović, 

Strup, Slovenia), 
• Stojko (director Petra Balekić, producer Draško Ivezić, Adriatic 

Animation, Croatia).

Pitching sessions will be preceded by a workshop led by expert tutor 
Anna Vášová, allowing the participants to discuss and/or fine-tune 
the strengths and weaknesses of their project as well as best pitching 
strategies. 
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On Tuesday, 5 December from 9.00 to 11.00 in Slovenian Cinematheque, 
each participating project team will have 10-minute slots to execute their 
pitching presentations. Members of the international jury (Györgyi Falvai 
- MOME, HU, Vanja Andrijević - Bonobostudio, HR, Jožko Rutar - Film 
producer, SI) will choose the winning project. 

The winning project will have direct access to VAF Trebon 2018 without 
the need to undergo competitive pre-selection, provided they adhere 
to the rules of VAF Trebon, and will be assisted with travel and 
accommodation in Trebon and accreditation to the Anifilm festival.

The winning project will also have an opportunity to present their project 
to the participants of the CEE Animation Workshop, which will take place 
in Ljubljana at that time.

The organizer of the AnimatekaPRO Pitch is Društvo za oživljanje zgodbe 
2 koluta in exclusive partnership with Visegrad Animation Forum and in 
collaboration with the Slovenian Animated Film Association, Motovila 
(CED Slovenia).

Najmanjša velikost, pri kateri se še uporablja nad-napis
(približno 40 mm x 16 mm):

:D’SAF Barvni logotip

Za manjše velikosti se uporablja samo kratica:
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AnimatekaPRO 
Pitch 2017 Jury

Györgyi Falvai graduated in Economics and specialized 
in cultural management. She worked as tour manager 
at the acknowledged Budapest art theatre Katona 
József, then as PR and press consultant for the French 
Institute Budapest, and also as an independent media 
consultant for many cultural events. She was creative 
producer at Film Positive Productions and then worked 
in film distribution for Szuez Film Hungary. This is how 
she encountered animation and joined Moholy-Nagy 
University of Art and Design’s Animation Department in 
2009. She organized animation festivals and coordinated 
EU Media programme supported international training 
projects. She is the founder of Salto Films developing 
content oriented and 360-degree projects.

Vanja Andrijević is the producer and manager at 
Bonobostudio, a company focusing on production, 
distribution and promotion of animated and 
experimental films, which she founded in 2008. She has 
produced more than 20 short films and also organized 
and coordinated various film-related events, such as 
promotional activities, screenings and workshops. She 
participated in a number of seminars, workshops and 
co-production forums, and was a member of selection 
committees and a jury member at several international 
film festivals. She lives and works in Zagreb.
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Jožko Rutar is a Slovenian film producer. After 
graduation from the Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana, 
he started working as a producer of cultural events and 
performances. He worked with the dance group EN-
KNAP for five years as a producer of dance performances 
and films. In 2004 he joined the STARAGARA production 
company and produced several short live-action and 
documentary films. Between 2011 and 2016 he was 
managing director of Slovenian Film Centre. In 2016 he 
established SPOK Production. In his career as producer 
he produced 3 feature films and numerous shorts and 
documentaries, some of which were presented in Cannes, 
Venice, Locarno, Rotterdam… Member of European Film 
Academy and board member of the Slovenian audiovisual 
collecting society AIPA. EAVE graduate.

AnimatekaPRO Pitch 2017 Training tutor
Anna Vášová started as a script executive for the Czech 
TV. She also lectured at the Academy of Performing 
Arts, and wrote scripts for the theatre/TV/radio. Later 
she headed the production arm of Barrandov Studios 
and became Director of Programmes for the Czech TV. 
From there, she moved for 15 years to EBU in Geneva 
where she managed over 50 co-productions across 86 
TV’s in 56 countries. Anna now works independently as 
a scriptwriter, script-advisor and tutor. She is a member 
of the Czech TV Director’s Advisory board, leads two 
sectors at the Visegrad Animation Forum, lectures at 
FAMU and is a member of the FAMU Artistic Board.
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IRIS

Logline: 
This is a story about vanity as well as the perception of art and aesthetics in pop culture.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
The topic of the animated short is vanity: a young woman named Iris falls in love with 
her own image just like Narcissus, a figure from Greek mythology. In this film, Iris falls 
in love with her own projection which she constructed on social networking sites and by 
identifying herself with the main characters of films. It is a story about vanity as well as 
the perception of art and aesthetics in pop culture.

Concept: 
The theme of Narcissus has been popular in the history of art, especially since the 
Renaissance. Narcissus was the first person who could comprehend art and the first one 
to have fallen in love with an image rather than a real person. My aim was to focus on a 
young female character (Iris) and then retell the story from her point of view.
Iris is infatuated with another artistic medium, film. She likes to think of herself in third 
person singular. She is in love with an image of herself as if she were the heroine of a 
movie. She has been constructing her imaginary persona on social networks rather than 
actually living the real life. At the end of the film she drowns, that is, her image is flushed 
down the bathtub drain. She decides to become another person and stop being the 
object of a story.

Besides vanity and art, the film also draws attention to feminine objectivizing of 
beauty and accepting oneself. At the end, Iris doesn't want to be observed but wants 
to participate in her life, either as the author (I, we) or the audience (a passive observer; 
you, they).

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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Estimated Budget: € 40,285

Director’s Biography: 
Lucija Bužančić was born in Zagreb in 1989. She graduated at the Faculty of Social 
Studies in 2014 and gained the master's title in Art History. In 2017 she graduated from 
the Academy of Fine Arts with a master's degree in Animated film. In 2015 an animated 
student trailer she worked on with her colleagues was screened at Animafest Zagreb. In 
2016 she worked on the animated documentary called Chriss the Swiss, while sometimes 
simultaneously working on the animated film Murder in the Cathedral. 

Presentation of the Production Company: 
Zagreb film is an Oscar winning production company, owned by the City of Zagreb. It 
was founded in 1953. Our focus is on short animated and experimental films. We aim to 
preserve the archive films that have won over 600 awards over the years. We produce, 
distribute and sell short films, and organize animation schools and seminars for children 
and professionals. 

Contacts: 
andrijana.vidacek@zagrebfilm.hr

Director: Lucija Bužančić Producer: Andrijana Vidaček
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Lights & Shadows

Logline: 
A shadow-theatre performance about a man who sold his shadow to the devil, based on 
Goethe’s Faust.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
The main characters are two hands of one person (which could be considered as 
belonging to the performer or the spectator). The right hand is Faust, and the left 
hand is the Devil. Their shadows, projected by the light of the projector, present their 
personalities. A hand without a shadow is no longer a man, but only a hand, and a 
shadow without a hand is just an illusion.

The Devil offers three eternal human desires: passion, power and knowledge. He intends 
to do evil, but everything turns to good. He believes that he leads men to decay, but at 
the end, they reach the road to salvation.

Concept: 
The ever-topical theme of selling one’s soul to the devil. Two stories have been 
integrated: the one about Faust and the one in which a man sells his shadow to the devil.

The HAND is a symbol of human creativity, and the SHADOW is a very deep poetical, 
magical and metaphysical phenomenon. In psychology, the shadow represents a hidden, 
subconscious or a negative side of human personality. According to Ranko Munitić, there 
are three metaphysical reflections of a human being: SHADOW, MASK and PUPPET. All 
three, he said, can be divided from their human source.

Artistically, the hands would be presented by a simple realistic drawing, coloured within 
its outlines and partly graduated, and a coloured sleeve would define the nature of 
a character. The devil appears in the shape of the shadow and later on embodies his 

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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material appearance in the shape of the hand with unnatural green skin, suggesting a 
non-human person. The shadow of Faust is grey, and the devil’s is always black, which in 
certain moments would be equalized with a HOLE. The devil’s tail with a classical arrow 
in the end often has the function of an active extremity, so sometimes the hand gets its 
own “hand”.

There will be no dialogue and speech, as the triad IMAGE-SOUND EFFECTS-
MOVEMENT is quite sufficient for building the needed universal symbolic imagery.

Estimated Budget: € 42,500 

Director’s Biography: 
Rastko Ćirić is the author of 14 award-winning animated films, including: The Circus 
Departs (1982); Stop (1983); It's Not Whether You Win or Lose (1984); Tango Ragtime 
(1985,); Ogres and Bogies (1989, Avala lm); Farty (1993); Light in A-Major (1995); Invisible 
and Poorly Visible Animal Species (1998), Magician (1999); Wanted (2001); Metamorph 
(2005); Fantasmagorie 2008 (2008). 
He is Professor of Illustration and Animation at the Faculty of Applied Arts, University of 
Arts, Belgrade.

Presentation of the Production Company: 
SENSE Production is a company from Belgrade (Serbia), which started with the award-
winning Barbarians by Ivan Ikic (2014 / Special Mention, Karlovy Vary IFF), and the 
documentary film The Way of the East (2017) by Katarina Mutic, while currently in 
production is Her Job by Nikos Labot, a minority co-production with Homemade Films 
(GR).

List of partners on the project so far: ZVVIKS, Slovenia

Contact: 
milan@senseproduction.rs

Director: Rastko Ćirić Producer: Iva Ćirić Producer: Milan Stojanović
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LILIANA

Logline: 
Liliana is a symbol of perseverance, effort, and hard work, strengthened by her burning 
desire to complete the goal she has set herself. Evading all definitions of time and place, 
this poetic narrative in many respects reminds us of the nostalgic past.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
Liliana works in a factory, making small unusual gadgets with unspecified functions day 
in, day out. In the evenings, before going to bed, she takes a mysterious shining object 
from her chest, only to return it back to her breast in the mornings. When Liliana finally 
finishes making the unusual device, it turns out she has been building a mechanical giant 
all along. That same evening, when Liliana takes the mysterious shining object from her 
chest, we discover she was carrying a shining little man inside of her, a live version of the 
mechanical giant who gently sang her lullabies in the evening.

Concept: 
The urban landscape of indeterminate time and place, through which Liliana travels 
each day to work, is replete and inspired by Wellsian futurism and the complex drawings 
of Jean Giraud – Moebius. It harks back to intimate internal worlds, the relationship 
between the microcosm and macrocosm, and motivational impulses linked to hard 
work. It also invites us to think about the feelings of an individual within a collective. 
The film plays with the nostalgic idea of socialism, yet emphasizes the titular female 
character – Liliana. A device for pondering topical questions about gender, which 
are answered gradually: starting with the first and ending in the final sequence. The 
abstract geometric forms in the film are spatial elements of intangible ideas. Taking on a 
logic of their own, they always grow through interconnection: a metaphor for productive 
thinking and creativity.

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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The musical atmosphere of Liliana is built around a song by Robert Pešut – Magnifico, 
a gentle lullaby about “sweet little Liliana”. By combining the visual and sound imagery, 
the 2D animated film will create a gentle and sentimental feeling, reminding us that 
“Mighty oaks from little acorns grow”. We meet the Little Man, the internal driver for 
every significant action, at the end of the story, his appearance representing the film’s 
dramaturgical apex.

Estimated Budget: € 82,400.00

Director’s Biography: 
Milanka Fabjančič is an academy trained painter, having graduated from the 
Department of Painting, Academy of Fine Arts and Design with her original animated 
film Striček in Psiček (Uncle and Mongrel). In 2015 she started teaching the Storyboard 
class at the School of Arts (University of Nova Gorica). In addition to teaching students 
the art of creating a storyboard, she also presents different approaches to creative 
practices, teaching them how to build complete and original narratives.

Presentation of the Production Company: 
ZVVIKS is a production house established in 2001. Our production team, headed by Kolja 
Saksida, directs its efforts into the development and realization of animated films and 
series. We like to challenge ourselves with the ideas of external authors who knock on 
our door, helping them carry their synopsis through to a polished original animation, 
whether stop motion or 2D.

List of partners on the project so far: 
Co-production: NuFrame

Supported by: 
Slovenian Film Centre, a public agency of the Republic of Slovenia

Amounts already negotiated: € 57.400,00

Contact:
info@zvviks.net

Director: Milanka Fabjančič Producer: Kolja Saksida
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Matija Dances

Logline: 
An intimate portrait of Matija, a young transgender, who struggles against the 
constrains in conservative surroundings.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
The story follows Matija, a transgender female, in a conflict against society. The film 
will use a series of surrealistic compositions, which depict a strong emotional cycle 
of the protagonist. Primal emotions – fear of violence and disappointments at how 
society responds – become like a dance at the edge of sanity. This film will thus try to 
enter the protagonist’s most intimate place and visualize her deep emotional response 
to her experience. Since the film is an animated documentary, a big part of it involves 
interviews with the protagonist.

Concept: 
Matija Dances is a short non-fiction animated film in the hybrid format of an animated 
documentary. It uses film-making methods from both film formats, documentary and 
animation. In the documentary layer of the film a voice of a real life protagonist will 
share her personal experience about transitional phases from early childhood, growing 
up, relationship with her parents, outing, and facing the society and finding her place in 
it. 
The transitional phases will divide the film into sequences illustrated by Tea Jurišić, an 
awarded illustrator and designer. Jurišić’s designs offer a layered interpretation of 
her deep emotional and mental state. Her dreamlike landscapes and melting figures 
resemble the inner fight of the protagonist in search of protagonist’s gender identity. 
The visual approach also offers a possibility to explore all the hidden meanings of the 
essential human need to be understood and embraced.

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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The concept is planned to reach audiences in the festival circuit, but also to be used as a 
tool to communicate the importance of transgender persons and their human right to 
choose their gender identity.

Estimated Budget: € 90,000.00 

Director’s Biography: 
Marko Dješka (1983, Osijek) graduated from the Department of Animation and New 
Media at the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb. His two student films, Slaughtered (2010) 
and Son of Satan (2012) gained significant critical acclaim and festival success. In 2016 
his third film Ghost Town won critics' guild Oktavijan Award for the best Croatian 
animated film. He is one of the founders of Adriatic Animation Studio. Apart from 
animation, he is an active comic book artist, publishing also in Heavy Metal, American 
edition. In 2013 he was named the best young comic book author.

Presentation of the Production Company: 
Adriatic Animation is a production company in Croatia, founded in 2014 by independent 
animators Draško Ivezić, Chintis Lundgren and Marko Dješka.

The company focuses on the production of artistic short films for festivals (Life with 
Herman H. Rott, Manivald) but produces also commissioned work. Adriatic Animation is 
currently developing three TV-series, one of them for an adult audience.

List of partners on the project so far: Chintis Lundgreni Animatsioonstuudio, Estonia

Amounts already negotiated: Croatian Audiovisual Centre - 59,500.00 EUR

Contact:
drasko@adriaticanimation.hr

Director: Marko Dješka Producer: Draško Ivezić
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Original Copy

Logline:
A teleportation travels controller embarks on a search-and-rescue mission after his own 
child has vanished in the teleportation chamber.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
Near future. A small airport provides an alternative way of travelling via teleportation. 
The controller of these trips is Mr Novak. One afternoon he has his 2-year son with him 
for a short child care. A technical error occurs on the teleport and one of the passengers 
gets duplicated. Novak intervenes according to regulations and deletes the copy of the 
passenger. During a teleportation chamber reset, his child suddenly vanishes. Novak 
embarks on a child search-and-rescue mission which results in his son getting multiplied 
countless times.

Concept:  
A glimpse into the future where automatisation is in full swing and teleportation travels 
are a novelty at airports. The main character Mr Novak, a middleman in teleportation 
control, needs to save his son who has vanished during a teleportation chamber reset. 
The situation addresses the moral-ethical problem of teleportation and its central 
dilemma of the original and the copy. The story of the film is based on the so-called 
teleportation paradox: according to the theory, the original and the copy should not exist 
at the same time and one of them needs to be destroyed. Turning this assumption upside 
down, the story presents a new aspect of the theory.

The project Original Copy started in December 2016 with the first draft of the 
screenplay. It went through several development stages, including a screenplay 
workshop mentored by Hungarian screenplay writer and director Csaba Bollok, 

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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organized by Kratka Scena (Short Scene) in Ljubljana in August 2017. The project has 
recently been submitted to the Slovenian Film Center for project development funds. 
So far the main focus has been on screenplay development. Now we are searching for 
an optimal visual design: we will be attaching talents to the project and try to attract 
foreign co-producers in order to help us reach the goals set for this film while following 
its vision.

Estimated Budget: € 150,000

Director’s Biography: 
Sašo Sedlaček (1974) is one of the key representatives of new media arts in Slovenia. 
He has created a great number of high-profile works within domestic and international 
productions. Video, film, 2D and 3D animations are all present in his multimedia opus 
while the registered project is his first in the audiovisual field. He works as Associate 
Professor at the Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Ljubljana.

Presentation of the Production Company: 
Strup is an independent production company based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. It was 
founded in 2004 to produce high quality film, animation and multimedia projects. 
Strup’s productions have been supported by all national funding bodies in Slovenia and 
by Eurimages. Its audio-visual production includes award-winning short and feature 
fiction films, animations, documentaries, music videos and more.

Amounts already negotiated: applied for project development funds in Slovenia

Contact:
viva@strup.si

Director: Sašo Sedlaček Producer: Viva Videnović
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Stojko

Logline: 
Stojko is a sexually addicted pervert. In an attempt to get rid of his shameful obsession, 
he searches for psychiatric help. But it seems that his story is more able to affect the 
therapist than she is able to help him.

Description of the main story and poetics: 
Stojko is a short comedy for adults about a pervert who has a problem with his strong 
sexual desire. He is obsessed with sex and inclined to interpret innocent activities as a 
sexual offer. He gets excited and masturbates at inappropriate, public places. Aware 
of this problem, Stojko feels ashamed, suffers a mental breakdown and decides to 
seek help. During the session, his female therapist gets excited herself and breaks the 
convention in their professional relationship.

Concept: 
The concept refers to the permanent conflict between primal instincts and the norms 
of society. The aim of this film is to tell the story from the pervert’s point of view in order 
to accept that everyone has their hidden perversion but they are not acting upon it. 
So this comes to the role of psychiatrist, who herself has pervert thoughts but she is 
constrained by her role of a doctor.

The approach makes the viewer empathise with the protagonist, because his fantasies 
are ridiculously funny. It is a goal of this approach for the audience also to recognize 
some fantasies they have, thus to be able to put this into the bigger context of perversion 
as a part of human life.

PROJECTS IN COMPETITION
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The visual approach is minimalistic. A clean linear drawing in black on an empty white 
paper surface, reminiscent of Paul Klee. Besides the black and white, there are only pink 
and grey. Movements are economically designed to complement the character design, 
using unnatural stretching of limbs and other shapes.

The camera work is also subtle and simple. Rather then moving the camera, the film 
prefers shots, short cuts. Also, since the film relies on inner feelings of the character, 
there are lot of point of view shots, from the angle of the protagonist and his therapist.

Estimated Budget: € 50,000 

Director’s Biography: 
Petra Balekić graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb in 2017. She has 
had four solo exhibitions and numerous group exhibitions. Her films were screened on 
many animation and film festivals. Her short film Impacts has won awards DepicT! in 
Encounters in Bristol and Random Acts Special Mention Award.

Presentation of the Production Company: 
Adriatic Animation is a production company in Croatia, founded in 2014 by independent 
animators Draško Ivezić, Chintis Lundgren and Marko Dješka. The company focuses on 
the production of artistic short films for festivals (Life with Herman H. Rott, Manivald) 
but produces also commissioned work. Adriatic Animation is currently developing three 
TV-series, one of them for an adult audience.

List of partners on the project so far: Chintis Lundgreni Animatsioonistuudio Estonia

Contact:
drasko@adriaticanimation.hr

Director: Petra Balekić Producer: Draško Ivezić
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AnimatekaPRO 
5.–9. december
Slovenian Cinematheque, Miklošičeva 28, Union Hall – Old Power Station 
(Elektro Ljubljana), Slomškova 18

AnimatekaPRO is a festival platform where you can learn about the 
latest in the buzzing world of animated cinema through a series of 
talks, round-table debates, presentations and Q&As. For the first time, 
animators from the countries of the former Yugoslavia will have the 
opportunity to pitch their works in progress to an international jury. 
AnimatekaPRO is also part of the CEE Animation Workshop, a one-off 
networking and training event for the leading animation producers from 
the region of Central and Eastern Europe. 

Organised in exclusive cooperation with Visegrad Animation Forum 
and in collaboration with :D’SAF! Slovenian Animated Film Association, 
Motovila (CED Slovenia) and.Bunker.

  TUESDAY, 5. DECEMBER
  Silvan Furlan Hall,  

Slovenian Cinematheque

09:00  AnimatekaPRO Pitch

11:00  Regional works in progress:  
Jan Saska: Hurikán

11:30  CEE Animation Workshop and AnimatekaPro Open 
Panel Case Study

  The case study will cover, in depth, the making of the 
animated comedy adventure feature film Ooops! 
Noah Is Gone... from its earliest development stages, 
through financing and co-production relations to 
its release and subsequent market impact. It will be 
presented by Irish producer Moe Honan and Executive 
Producer Siun Ni Raghallaigh.

14:00  AnimatekaPRO Pitch award winner announcement 
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  WEDNESDAY, 6. DECEMBER
  SMEEL Union Hall 

10:00  Breakfast with authors

11:30  Animated series for kids: Good practice example: Koyaa 
+ round-table discussion

  Koyaa is a series of short films that has been bringing 
fun and joy to young people or those young at heart 
for years. In 2014, the authors won the pitch at the 
Visegrad Animation Forum, Czech Republic. In 2017, 
six new Koyaa films started touring festivals and other 
venues worldwide. Later this year, the team will head 
back to the studio to complete six more films and a 
smartphone game. Life with Koyaa is never boring! 
koyaa.net

13:00  Masterclass: Eva Cvijanović on Hedgehog's Home

  THURSDAY, 7. DECEMBER
  SMEEL Union Hall 

10:00  Breakfast with authors
11:30  Masterclass: Nikita Diakur on Ugly (Ugly Aesthetics and 

Interactive Animation)
12:30  Round Table: Animation Made in Italy

  FRIDAY, 8. DECEMBER
  SMEEL Union Hall 

10:00  Breakfast with authors
11:30  Masterclass: Robert Löbel
12:30  Masterclass: Frédérick Tremblay on Dolls Don't Cry

  SATURDAY, 9. DECEMBER
  SMEEL Union Hall 

10:00  Breakfast with authors
11:30  Masterclass: Igor Kovalyov 
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CEE Animation Workshop, 
2.–6. december 2017

The necessity for joint action and stronger co-operation in the region of 
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) in order to produce quality animation 
has for several years been a recurrent motto of producers meeting arou-
nd the Visegrad Animation Forum. 

The idea to organize the CEE Animation Workshop, a one-off networ-
king and training event which would allow producers of animated films 
to get to know each other better and at the same time equip them with 
professional tools based on the latest trends in the global industry, was 
immediately embraced by the representatives of Creative Europe Desks 
from as many as 19 countries. This, we believe, is a clear signal that inde-
pendent producers are recognised as key movers towards the creation of 
quality animation in CEE. 

The shared cultural and historical heritage of the CEE countries, their 
economic similarities as well as the proximity of forms of expression and 
even languages, are ideal prerequisites to forming a strong unity and a 
market. The CEE Animation has the potential to become a distinctive 
trademark and a solid ground on which to build national industries and 
competitiveness in the international market.

For the organizers of the CEE Animation Workshop in Ljubljana,

Sabina Briški Karlić
Creative Europe Desk Slovenia

Pavlína Kalandrová  
Creative Europe Desk - MEDIA 
Czechia

Juraj Krasnohorský
producer, Slovakia

Matija Šturm
producer, Slovenia

The CEE Animation Workshop is a one-off event co-organized by the 
Creative Europe Desks – MEDIA from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Georgia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia 
and Ukraine and the market access platform Visegrad Animation Forum 
(visegradanimation.com). The local partners are the Slovenian Animated 
Film Association and Motovila Institute in cooperation with the Animate-
ka International Animated Film Festival. 
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